


Step 1:
Attach warp (3 leather cords, 1mm) to jewel loom,
making sure cords are knotted around the buttons on 
both ends of the jewel loom. Warp cords should be 
placed 4 spaces apart from each other. Make sure 
the cords are pulled taut.  

Step 2:
Using 2 Meters of thread (This is called the WEFT); 
weave over Warp A, under Warp B, and then over Warp C.

Step 5:
Push woven threads towards the edge
so that they are tightly packed in together. 
Using bead adhesive, dot selvage edge with
glue and let dry.   

Step 6:
Threading under the 3 warp cords, add  6 SB (color A),
placing 3 between each cord. Hold beads in place up against
the warp cords.

Step 7:
Reverse thread’s direction, and loop over
the top of WARP C. Re-thread the 3 seed beads
going in the opposite direction. Continue over
WARP B, re-thread 3 seed beads, and then
thread back over WARP A.

Step 8:
Reverse thread’s direction, and loop under
WARP A. Thread SB (color B), DD (either hole, 
just make sure faceted dome faces up), SB (Color B).
Continue under WARP B, then add another SB (color B),
DD, and SB.  Reverse thread’s direction, loop over
WARP C, re-thread SB, DD, SB going in the opposite
direction. Pass over WARP B, and continue through
SB, DD, SB, and pull thread over the top of WARP A.
Pull thread to tighten.

Step 9:
Reverse thread’s direction, looping under 
WARP A. add SB (color B), DD (using remaining hole),
add SB. Continue under WARP B, then add SB, DD
(use remaining hole), SB. continue under WARP C.

Step 10:
Reverse thread’s direction, looping over
WARP C, re-thread SB, DD, SB. Pass over 
WARP B, re-thread SB, DD, SB. Continue
Over WARP A. Repeat steps 6 - 10 until 
desired length of bracelet is reached. Repeat
steps 2-3 until you’ve created another selvage
edge, made of bunched thread woven
into the 3 warp cords.

Step 11:

Step 3:
Reverse thread’s direction, and loop back under WARP C,
over WARP B, and then under WARP A. Continue back over
 WARP A, under WARP B, and over WARP C.

Step 4:

until you have about 1 CM width of woven thread.
Bunched thread will form selvage edge to bracelet.
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KEY
Entry Point

Half-Hitch Knot

Thread’s Direction

= DiamonDuo™  DD Bead

Previous Steps

= Seed Bead SB (Color A)   

=  Seed Bead SB (Color B)

After glue is fully dry on both ends of bracelet, release

Cut excess warp cords on both ends. Place selvage ends
of bracelet inside end caps. Dot insides of clasps with
glue, and clamp clasps tightly until glue is dry.

Continue this pattern (steps 2-3), pulling thread tightly,
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